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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the basic considerations behind sight-t ne

stabilization. The equations of motion that relate the general pitch, roll

and yaw motions of a vehicle hull to the traverse and elevation angles of

a sight-line fixed to the hull are developed. A detailed mathematical model

of a feedback control system that will accomplish sight-line stabilization

is developed, and a numerical optimization is performed on a simplified

version of this detailed model. The optimization routine used is described

in reference [6].
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CHAPTER 1

LNTRO )UCT ION

The optimization of feedback control systems is a topic that

has received much attention during recent years. Analytical techni-

ques have been developed for a great variety of problems, but the

application of these techniques to complex problems can become

extremely difficult, if not impossible. This difficulty in apply-

ing analytical techniques has been one of the influential factors

on the rise of numerical techniques for optimization.

(, Numerical techniques can be divided into Lwo categories: direct

search and indirect search. All indirect methods employ the use of

the gradient of the performance surface in one manner or another.

Fo,: systems with highly oscillatory or even discontinous performance

surfaces, which are frequently encountered in the feedback control

systems area, it is very easy to calculate an incorrect gradient,

thus Affecting the convergence of the optimization technique. An

incorrect gradient is sht in fig. 1.

Because of the difficulty involved in calculating the gradient

of the performance surface, direct methods are more suited to control

optimization problems. There are many fine direct methods, among

them are the method of Hook and Jeeves {41 and the method of

Rosenbrock (9}. T. Lange-Nielsen {6) has modified Rosenbrock's
I-
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Figure I

IDcorrect Gradient

performance
surface

Spar(i)

method and used it to develop an optimization algorithim using CSMP

* Details of Rosenzfrock's method and Lange'Nielsen's modificaticas

can be found in reference £6].

When using a numerical optimization routine one must be careful

to insure that the results are correct. In optimization the objective

is to minimize a performance index while a system goes from one sta:e

to another. For a performance index such as the integral squared

error (ISE) an analytlcal check can be made of the results by using

tables {7M that express ISE in terms of known system quantities.
*i

Continuous Systems Modeling Program. An IBM analog simulation

that uses digital methods. (see reference {f5)

CN
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This is not to say that the system can be easily optimized by analy-

tical methods if ISE is used. Another way to help guarantee that

results are correct is to be familiar enough with the problem that

is being optimized that you have some idea of what your results should

be. IZ is for this reason that the material in chapters two, three

and four is presented.

Care must be taken when synthesizing P mathematical model, An

inaccurate model can cause all effrits to have been in vain, and the

results will be useless. Automatic control problems include the

dynamics of mechanical components as well as the characteristics

of electrical and hydraulic components. Sight-line stabilization is

a problem that. requires some modeling in all three of these areas as

C well as a thorough understanding of kinematics, and of course control

theory.

The problem of sight-line stabilization will be examined in

chapters two, three and four; and detailed mathematical model will

be developed in chapter four. Sometimes concessions have to be made

to factors over which there is no control. Computation time on a

computer is one such factor. It is for this reason that a simpli-

fied version of the detailed model is used in the actual numerical

optimization. This simplified model is developed in chapter five.

L
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Chapter 2

SIGHT-LYNE STABILIZATION

The concept behind sight-line stabilization is a simple one.

Consider a sigiht-line unit vectcr, es, (see fig. 2) directed from

a point, 0, to a point, P, with its base fixed at 0. Point P is

fixed in inertial space, and 0 is fixed to a base, B, as shcwn in

fig. 2. The control variables are the traverse angle, T, and the

elevation angle, E, defined as in fig. 2. The problem is to keep

es oriented from 0 to P while the hull undergoes general pitch, I
roll, and yaw motion about the z, x, and y axes respectively.

The notation will be to use p to denote pitch angle, r to denote i
roll angle, and q to denote yaw angle; with superscript dot denoting

the familiar derivative with respect to time (b, i, and 4 are shown

in fig. 2).

It is now desireable to derive a expression 1cnr T axd E in

terms of the known quantities. In the future it wiil be found that

it L: useful to do this in terms of the x-y-z rbference frowe pre-

viously defined. The sight-flne unit vector, ea, carn be -v=-itten

in terms of the x, y and z axis unit vectors; i, J, k respectiuely.

e cos(E)2os;T)-i + sin(E).- + cos(E)sin(r)-k (1)
S

I
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The derivative of e in the inerti reference frame can be found

by applying a general rule from vector calculus.

Figure 2

Stabilization Geometric

Requirements

y

p

e'I

" I

//
JT x

Kr
LsmZa L
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(e + X (2)

The superscript I denotes the inertial reference frame, the super-

script B denotes the base reference frame, and ý ts the general

rotation vector for the base given by equation (3).

By expanding the expressions on the right of equation (2) equations

(4) and (5) are obtained.

tw xs {6'cs(E)sin(T) - P.sin(E) 1-i +

f i.cosfE)cos(T) - t-cos(E)sin(T) Jj +

{ r-sin(E) - 4-cos(E)cos(T) >k (4)

-~Bd
Ed-
- (ý ) - { - i-cos(E)sin(') - i'sin(E)cos(T) }'i +

{ Ecos(E) J•j 4

{ "'.cos(E)cos(T) - E.sin(E)sin(T) )'I- (5)

The stabilization requirement is given by equation (6):

d- - (e ; -=0 (6)

|_ a
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Equation (2) therefore reduce.ts to equation (7):

Bd (7)0 = d-- (9s) + w• x es (7)
dr s

By substit.ting equations (4) and (5) into equation (7) and noing

that for a vector quantity to be zero each component must be zero,

the following set of three scalar equations from the i, j and k

components respectively are obtained.

0 = --- cos(T)sin(E) - i.sin(T)cos(E) -

j.sin(E) + 4.sin(T)cos(E) (8)

C
0 = E-cos(E) + 0-cos(T)cos(E) -

i-sin (T') .os;(E) (9)

0 = -E-sin(T)sin(E) + T-cos(T)cos(E) +

f-sin(E) - 4-cos(T)cos(E) (10)

By solving equat.on (9) the expression for E is obtained.

S= i-sin(T) - 0-cos(T) (11)

Substituting equation (11) into either equation (8) or equation

(10) gives the expression for I, equation (12):

C

i

i, II | a
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S= 4 - tan(E){i-cos(T) + P.sin(T)} (12)

Equations (11) and (12) are the governing equations of motion.

Note that T and E are measured with respect to the base.

Now that the equations of motion for T and E are known it must

be determined how T and E are to b. controlled. Associated with

the traverse axis there is an inertia, JT' and with the elevation

axis an inertia, JEE" These are represented in fig. 3. J rotates
EE* T

with respect to the base around the previously defined y axis, and

is thus measured with respect to the y axis. Define a nrw set

of coordinates XT, YT' ZTY that are fixed to JT such that YT and

zT rotate with JT" JEE is confined to rotate about the zT axis,

Sand is thus measured with respect to the zT axis. It is easy to

see that part of JEE will be included in JT" This compcnent is

denoted by JET* JET is not fixed, but is a function of E. The

movement of JT through an angle T is accomplished by a motor, M,

mounted on JI parallel to the y axis as shown in fig. 3b. rhe torque

is transferred through a gear ratio of NT. Similarly JE is driven

by a rotor, ME-. mounted on JT parallel to the zT axis with an

associated gear ratio NE'
%E

It is desireable to return to tht governing equations of motion

and examine the significance of their terms more carefully. They

are repeated below for convenience.

E - i-sin(T) - j-cos(T) (11)

£=
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Figure 3

Axes of Rotation

Y PYT

a) side view

(I

b) top view

B-

KT
e- JEE

1z,z T
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T- 4 - tan(E){i.cos(T) + ý-sia(T)} (12)

-he pitch and roll velocity vectors can be resolved through the

traverse angle T to form two new vectors, i'cos(T) + •.sin(T) and

P.cos(T) - t.sin(T), which together with the original yaw vector,

4, form equivalent zomponents of hull motion (see fig. 4). It is

easy to see that i-cos(T) -: f-sin(T) is in the previously defined

xT direction, and P-cos(T) - 'sin(T) is in the previously defined

z- direction. One of the stabilization require-, £ts is to drive
L

Eabout the zT axis such that es remains oriented ir inertial space.

From equation (11) it is seen that E is simply the negative of the

n--w equivalent vector, f.cos(T) - i-sin(T). Since this is always

C oriented parallel to the elevation drive axis there is no need to

accelerate JE inertially, but the only requirement is that E compen-

sate for the hull motion. Torque is required only to accelerate

motor and gear inertia and overcome friction. The traverse axis

can be analyzed in a similar manner. The first term in equation

(12) is 4. This is always oriented parallel to the traverse drive

axis and thus requires no torque to accelerate JT inertially. But

the second term in equation (12), tan(E){i-cos(T) - P-sin(T)), is

oriented at a right angle to the traverse drive axis. This is the

component of hull motion which requires torque to accelerate JT

inertially. It is extremely important that these torque requirements

in terms of hull motion be clearly understood. For if they are not,

one could end up designing a control system that would have the

C%
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Figure 4

Equivalent Base Motion Vectors

Y' YT

e
s

EI

0-cos(T) i- sin(T) x

/ r
TX

tr-cos(T) + P-sin(T)

z

function of moving the hull with respect to the sight-live vector.

L.-t us now proceed to the considerations of the actual control system.

c c I
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CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM CONCEPTS

The traverse axis only will be considered from here on. This

can be done because the two axes are operated independently. All

the assumptions and conclusions that follow can be easily extended

to the elevation axis.

r-cause of space limitation and the extremely large traverse

inertia, the size of the notor that can be used to drive the traverse

inertia is very small, in a maximum torque output sense, in comparison

C to the size of the traverse inertia. This causes the system to be

sluggish when compared to the high speed servo mechanisms that are

familiar to control engineers. This inherert sluggishness is the

biggest obstacle that must be overcome.

There are two basic approaches to sight-line stabilization.

One method is the familiar matching of an output to a command input.

The other method matches the output of an auxilliary high speed

sight servo to the coammnd input, and then uses the output of the

sight servo as the input to the sight-line stabilization system.

The reason for this will be explained later.

The familiar matching of input to output is known as the dis-

turbed method. In this method the traverse component of the sight-

line is fixed to the traverse inertia, JT (see fig. 5).

2T
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Figure 5

Disturbed System

Manual
Correction
Coammand +' Haia Otu

Input Control Output
,in Sy, •stem

The main control system consists of the traverse load inertia, the

traverse drive motor, the other related components and the necessary

dynamic rela'ionsbips. Because the main control system is inherently

sluggish there is a tendency for the operator to apply manual correc-

tion to help speed up the system. This can have a very negative

effect on the overall performance of the system.

The second imethod of sight-line stabilization is the directed-

line method. In this method the sight-line is fixed to an auxiliary

sight inertia which is very small when compared to JT" Because the

sight inertia is small it can be driven at relatively high speeds.

The command input is applied to this high speed sight servo and

matched to its output. The output of the s'v.:it servo Is then used

as the input to the main contrcl system, and the outjlit of the main

A
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control system is matched to the output of the sight servo (ste fi..

6).

Figure 6

Directed System

Command + Sight Output Control Output

Input Control System
- System

This has the effect of matching the command input to the main control

system iutput, but it does so in two stages. Because the command

input is matched to the output -f a relatively high speed system,

the tendency to apply manual correction is elimlna...ed.

There is no conclusive evidence as to which of the two pre-

viously discussed methods is more effective, although the bulk of

the work that has been done is on the directed method. The attention

here will be focused on the disturbed method because it is the

simpler of the two methods, and yet it still includes all the basic

considerations of the dynamics necessary for a sight-line
I
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stabilization system. The simplicity also cuts dou, on the compu-

tation time that is required tor the numerical optimization which

will be used later on.

A

I
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CHAPTER 4

DES IGN

For a system that iR to be optimized, the system need not be

des.gned to meet certain performance specifications (i.e. rise

time, overshoot, settling time, bandwidth) as is the usual case.

This is possibie because when the system is optimized all the para-

meters will be adjusted to satisfy the given performance index.

This performance index may nclude the classle time response char-

acteristics or may be completely void of thezr. Whatever the case,

the time response will be shaped during the optimization along

with the frequency response. The objective will therefore be to

design a system that is a zeasonable starting point fcr the optimi-

zation routine. A reasonable system for a starting point can a

d;fined as a system that does not have anything critically wrong

with it, such as being unstable. The root locus method of synthesis

lends itself very well to the design of a system with such loose

specifications, and is therefore what will be used. It causes very

little difficulty to keep an approxin'te range for a bandwidth in

mind whz;. using the root locus technique. The objective will be

to design the iystem for the optimization starting point to have a

bandwidth of ajpproxiately 3C0 radian, par s2cond. This value was

obtained as a typical one f'nm the literature, however it is by no

aar.a a value tha: shouJd be used for all stabilization systems.
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A hydraulic motor is used to drive the traverse inertia because

rare torque can be obtained from a hydraulic motor tha cln 5e

obtained from an electric motor of the same physical size A partial

block diagram of a typical constant. displacement piston tk-e hydrau-

lic motor and its control valve is shown in fig 7. A list of the

variables and a 3et of aumerical values (where applicable) is given

in table 1.

Figure 7

Fartial Block Diagrar of Hydraulic Motor

K 

.G
F LtL P-GV -

DMDM-

L

V .-

£L

f
€C

J.
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Table I

Li3t of Motor Variables

KP - servo valve gain 15,U00 psi/ma

K6 - pressure feedback gain .002 ma/psi

GV - servo valve transfer function i/{s2 /12002 + 1.4.-/l20C + 1}

G6 - pressure feedback compensation s/{(s/20 + l)-(si.5 + 1))

DM- motor displacement 0.016 in 3 /rad

CP - valve orfice damping coefficient 6,200 lb/sec/in5

0 - bulk modulus of fluid 300,000 psi

V - effective volume of fluid under compression 1 in 3

62a7 actual motor angle in radians

Tm - motor torque in in-lbs

PL - pressure applied to motor in psi

r. - compressibility flow in in 3 /sec

QD - displacement flaw through motor in j.a 3 /sec

QL - total load flow through metering orfice in in 3 /sec

i - input current to servo valv. in ma

Vc - moor and valve conftiguration input current in ma
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C? is actually a nonlinear term which depends on the flow rate,

QL" The value gi-ien for CP is for the small signal zegion. The

valve input current rill eaturate at some valu. typically i0 ma.

The maximum supply pressure also has a limiting value wi'th 3,000

psi being representdtive for the type of system being considered.

The pressure saturatin will be rhe limiting f!ator in the n£rfor-

mance of the system. The maximum pressure e.f 3,000 psi and the
3?

motor displacement of .016 in 3 /rad combine to provide a maximum

torque o0 48 in-lb (-3,000 psi x .016 in 3) which will be very small

for the size of load i.nertia being dealt with. A detailed develop-

meat of a block diagram siailar to fig. 7 can be found in reference

{8).

C To complete the block diagram of fig. 7 it must be determined

in what marner the :orque, m, drives the load. Consider the expanded

parcial view of fig. 3b in fig. 3. The definitions of the variabIcs

shown in fig. t are given in table 2.

s;
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Figure 8

Drive Variables
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B
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Table 2

Definitions of Drive Variables

q - previously defined base yaw angle

R - radius of JT ring gear

r' - radius of MT pinion geer

S- inertial sight-line traverse angle

e - motor angle needed to compensate for q

O - co•.onent of mutor angle that is required to inertially
m drive sight-line through angle (O-q)

0 - original pinion center

Ot - pinion center position due to q input

0'' - final inertial pinion center

When the base undergoes a yaw angle of q the moior must acce-

lerate the motor and gear inertias through an angle of 0 ', andm

overcome friction to keep e oriented along the x axis as is
8

required for sight-line stabilization. Geometrically this means

that points A and A' must remain coincident. The two variables,

a and are related by equation (13).

"-R.q =e-e (13)m

When it is vequired to move the sight-line from its initial

orientation, es, to another one, es', the motor must accelerate

t[5
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J as well as the motor and gear inertias. J must traverse an angle

4 while the pinion turns thrnu&h an ang:.e 6. ý and e arZ related
M.

by equation (14). For this case points A and B coincide.

•-e (R-f)',(14")
m

When both q and * occur simultane-.•usly JT need only be driver,

inertially through an cngle that is the difference between € and q.

Roll •,itho-:t elip conditions require that the arc length from point

C to point D be the same as the arc le:,grh froi, point E to point

B', where B and B' are coinni-lent initially. This r'latiopship

can be expressed by equation (15).

C
R" - +5)

EquAtion (15) can be rewritten in the form of equation (16).

r¾3 (R-i-' - R'q (16)
In

It is worth noting that equation (16) becomes equation (14) when

there is no q input. The gear ratio, N, is defined by equation '17).

SN - Rl' (17)

Using this relotionship equation (16) can lie rewritten as:

C
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e m = (N-1)'• - N-q = N.((N-I)-.IN - q} (18)

Associated with the motor shaft is a compliance, KL. If friction

is neglec~tod, the motor torque serves to accelerate the motor and

gear ineri ia, J and twist the shaft. The angle of twist is the

diffezence between the actual motor shaft angle, 6ma, and the angle

that is prfdicted by equation (18). The motor torque is given by the

following expression.

T = J -s 2- 2 KLa{8 - N.({N-lI-OIN - q)i (19)rm m ma ma

By using the relationship in equation (19) and the block diagram in

C fig. 7, the block diagram of fig. 9 can be obtained. Typical vaiuc-

of the quantities introduced in fig. 9 are given in table 3 below.

Table 3

Load Variahles

KL - motor shaft compliance 600 in-lb!rad
2

J -motor and gear inertia 0.00158 in-lb-sec
m

JT- traverse load ineLtia 1.44(104) in-lb-se,"2

N - gear ratio 1000

A6 - motor shaft twist angle

K
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The compressibility flow, QC is very small in comparison to the

displacement flow thruugh the motor, and can for all practical

purposes be neglected.

Assuming q equal to zero, the transfer function from V to €c

can be readily found following a series cf block diagram manipula-

tions (see fig. 10), and is given by equation (20).

Figure 9

Motor and Load

q

SF -I

K- N-

K -G N
6 6 N-
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Figure 10

Block Diagram Manipulation to find ý/V
C

C+

KP-GV

CV
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C
KP.GV.DM.KI.N.KL (20)Vc (Il+KP. GV-K 6. G 6) •(JT- s2+N. {N-I } •KLn-K.N- {N-1I }•KI)+ (0

I DM2 .KI-CP-s.(JT" s2+N-{N-I}-KL) J

where:

I/KLKI j..s/KL + 1 (21)

By substituting the appropriate numerical values which were given

previously, the transfer function of equation (22) is obtained.

9.1i.(1012).(s+20).(s+.5) (22)
Vc s(s+.54).(s+4.37).(s+1284.58).(s+2{.21}370s+3702).-

[ (s 2 +2. •.521 -12C3.s+1200 2 )

The last term in the denominator of equation (22) will have a

'flt frequency response out to approximately 1200 rad/sec , and its

time response is very fast when compared to the other terms. For

all pratical purposes it can be normalized and set equal to unity

siuce it will have little effect on either the frequency response or

the time response. Dividing the numerator and denominator of equation

(22) by 12002 and assuming that the dynastic effects of (s2/12002 +

2-{.52}-s/1200 + 1) are negligible, equation (22) can be simplified to

equation (23).

f
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S= .34 (106). (s+20)- (s+.5)
V s.(s+.54).(s+4.37).(s+1284.58).(sl+2{.21}370s+370L) (23)c

Consider the transfer function of the servo valve.

1

sZ/12007 + 2.(.7).s/1200 + ! (24)

This resembles very closely the term that has just been neglected.

If GV is set equal to unity when substituting the numerical values

into equation (20), the following revised transfer function for

I/V is obtained.

( 6.34 (106) -(s+20) • (s+. 5)
V - e* (s+.55) (s+4.37). (s+1060.5).(sl+2{.31}406s+4062) (25)

c

This is in very good agreement with equation (23), and therefore

GV will be assumed tr be unity. There is no way to readily

eliminate the term 1/(s + 1060.5) in equation (25) by a block

diagram alteration. It must therefore be tolerated.

Since 0 is defined to be the inertial component of traverse

motion it should be zero for a yaw, q, input which is the non-

inertial component of traverse motion. This is the same as requiring

that A6 be zero for a q input (see fig. 9). Assuming that ý does

equal zero, and setting V equýtl to zero yields the simplified
C

block diagram in fig. 11 for q inputs only. The validity of

assuming that * and V equal zero will be seen later on. G and
c c q
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q will be determined.

Figure 11

Reduced Block Diagram for q Input Only

-KL-N-q N-q

Lc + .KP _E jsI/KL.1 emaL -

6 L

The requirement that A6 equal zero implies that:

- N'q (26)

"Assuming that q. 0 the transfev function from - KL-N-q to 6 isma

given by (27).

O- 0ma I/KL- (1 + KP-K6.Gfi)

--KL'N-q Jm.Z/KL + 1)-(I + KP.K 6 "C6 ) + CP-DM1 .s/KL (27)

C•
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Equation (27) can be rewritten as equatiot: (28).

ma (1 + KP-K.Gs)N.-• Js-2/KL + 1).(! + KP.K 6G 6 ) + CP.DM1;SKL (28)

Assuming that -KL-N'q is zero, the transfer function from qc.Gq to

8 is given by (29).

8 ma KP-DM/KL [
qcGq 2 (J msZIKL + 1).(I + KP.K 6 -G6 1 + CP-DM -sXKL

By letting qc - -N-q , it is seen that for 8 to be equal to -N.q [
all that need be required is that:

ST2Gq=1 30) 1;

Cubstituting equations (28) and (29) into j30) 7ieids the expression

for Gq.

-G Jms2 (l + KP-K6-G 6 ) - CP'DM2 os(Gq mPD (31)"q KP-DM

Substituting the appropriate numerical vnlues into (31) yields

equation (32).

Q
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• 60-s2 (s/.031 + 1), (s/320.5 + 1)G (s/20 + 1) )- (sl.'5 +J) (32)

Tlh.s if an input, - N.q, is applied through a transfer functicn,

G., and the output is applied to the stabilization system as shown

in fig. 11; there will be no motion of 4 for a yaw input.

The design of the hardware to provide a transfer function for

Q is a difficult if not impossible task. The best that can be

hoped fur is a gond approximation, but it is not the purpose of

this ;riting to design hardware. The purpose is to show the necessacy

mathematical relationships for sight-line stabilization.

Yaw inputs have a negligible effect uon the performance of a I
sibhL-line stabilization system when compared to the inertial inputs.

Therefore further efforts will be concentrated on the inertial inputs

only.

Consider agaitn fig. 9 with the vo q inputs and the compress-

Ibility term removed, and GV set equal to unity. It is repeated

below as fig. 12 for cownenience. The transfer function for fig. 12

was given by equation (25) which is also repeated below as equation

(33).

S.6.34. 106),_(s + 2o)- s + -,5)(33
CV s(s +.55)(a i4.37)(s-+1060.5)(az +2{.311406.s ,4067)(

F5

L § - I
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! *

Figure 12

Mctor and Load for Inertial inputs Only

z

V c
CDM 1's

4-1

Velocity feedback will be seen to enhance the performance and

stability of the system for reasons that will become obvious later.

By placing a velocity loop around */Vc and adding series compensa-

tion, the block diagram of fig. 13 is obtained. Since * is at, inertial

angle its time derivative must be measured by a rate gyroacope. The

general form for the transfer tunction of F rate gyro is givcn by

equation (34).

K.s (34)
"RG .IwZ 24s/w + I

Cg

=72

=A
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Figure 13

Velocity Loop

I-- L V --1 -

There are a number of rate gyros available that have a natural

frequency much larger than 300 rad/sec. For a rate Gyrc of this rype,

the output will c6 approximately proportional to the rate only.

T G = K-s ma-secfrad (35)

Similarly for a posit! )n ijro with the same restricticns on uat.;rai

frequency, its Eransfer fuaction can be approximaced by a simple

Tr. X s/I2T + K s/hT + I K ma/rad (36)

It must few be determined what KV and Gvc should be. A pole zero

plot for equation (33) is given in fig. 14. Th.ý scale has been ax-

.aauled iU. the regibn neaf the origin t.n order t!ýat the smaller terms
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can be shown.

Figure 14

Pole Zero Plot of Equation (33)

.+385

I

-1060.5 -128 -20 -. 55 0

4 -4.37 -.5

C I

StJ-385

Somewhat arbitrarily it wi±l be assumed that KV is unity. It should

be remembered that this ie only a starting value for optimization.

Tt is easy to see frow fig. It, that the five poles and zeroes near

the origin will dominate the time response. When plotting the

root locus for fig. 13 the velocity feedback will cancel out the

pole at the origin, and the pole at 0.55 can be as-sumed to cancel

Swith the zero at 0.5. IV ig reasonable to assu-ae that GVC contain

a term (a + 4.37)/(s + 20) for cancellation. T.f this and it gain

£were all that vere inclided in GVC, then the root locus would tend

IL
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vo the right half plane, and there would be little room for the

bandwidth of the system to be increased without lowering the damping

ratio of the complex pole pair. By introducing Lwo lead networks

of the form (s + 150)/(s + 2000) the root locus will take the form

oL fig. 15.

Figure 15

Ror-t Locus of V"Jocity Locp

C - +385

2 ,

-2000 106C0 12

Ii135
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For a compensator gain, VK, of 800, */V will be given by equation
v

(37).

5.2.(109 )•(s + 150) 237"- (.37)
v Is"(s + 3453)-(s + 181 + J'238)"(s + 181 j-238)'•

[(S + 749 + j'1439)"(s + 749 - J1439) J

Therefore it is reasonable to let:

Gv 0 08 ', + 4.37). (s + 150)/ (38)

VC =8"(s + 20)-(s + 2000)2

. a starting value.

he next step is to determine the series compensation for the

po"- 4 ,)n loop (see fig. 16).

Figure 16

Position Loop

I +

t
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A pole %cro plot of equation (37) is given in fig. 17.

F igure 17

Pole Zero riot vot I/V

-- +143ý

--+238

2 0
-431-4 -1815

C -238
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The first thing to note is that the two zeros at 150 are too small

if the frequency response is to be flat out to apprcximately 300

rad/sec. Also a closed loop pole will 'all someplace between 0 and

150. Therefore the two zeroe3 must be increased in -magnitude to

help draw the root locus to the left. After some tr'-al and error,

700 was chosen to be n suitable value for the zeroes. Thus GPC will

contain two lag networks of the form (s 4 700)/Cls + 15G). If these

two lag networks and a gain, PK, were all that were contained in GPC,

tile root locua of fig. 16 would tend to the right half plane from

the smaller complex pole pair, and there would be little room for

the damping ratio to decrease during optiuization, if desired. This

can be averted by introducing a lead net-.ork such as (e + 700)/

(s + 3J00) into GPc. A root locus for the position loop w.!th the

previously discussed ccmnensation is given in fig. 18. For a Fosition

compeneator gain, PXt, of 1200, */R will be given by equation (39).

S- 6.23- (10 1 2 )-(s + 7M003

R :(s + 297).(s + 145 + j.540).(s + 145 - j.540)"'

(s + 333 + J-584)-'s + 3303 - j-584)-

Its + 559 + J-1314)-(s + 559 - j-1314)

Therefore it can be assumei that a reasonable starting value of Gpc

is given by equation (40).

""0(s - 700) 3,Gr, -1"200- (4G)

(a + 150)2.(s 4 3000)

C
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(
Figure 18

Root Locus of Position Loop

. 41439

- - f238

I I

-3453 -3000 1 3 L181
IF% 700

1 -238

------------------------------------ --- 1439

C 1
I4

L •0I-4
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The transfer function */R satisfies the 300 rad/sec bandwidth

requirement, and the smallest damping ratio present is the 0.26

associated with the complex pair (s + 145 + J.540). (s + 145 - j.

540). Although a damping ratio of 0.26 gives approximately 45.7.'

overshoot the system will have nowhere near this amount of overshoot

due to the pressure saturation previously discussed, nor will the

system be anywhere near as fast as the denominator of equation (39)

might indicate. The whole sight-line stabilization system is shown

in fig. 19. It includes inertial inputs, R, as well as the non-

inertual input q. This is not the final system, but only a starting

point for the optimization.

It can be seen that for a q input only, R will be equal to zero.

( * depends only on what is between it and the input to the system,

in this cace the only input is q. Since G was designed to causeq

0 to be zero for q inputs, there will be no position feedback from

*. Therefore V will equal zero, and it is seen that the assump-c

tions made earlier in regard to V and q, when designing Gq , werec

valid.

Although a strict linear analysis was used throughout this

chapter, and there was no non-linear check on the stability of the

system due to the pressure saturation; it is belived that there

will be no problem with stability. This is because of the limiting

value on the torque of the syctem.

C
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CHAPTER 5

SIMPLIFIED VERSION

Nlumerical computation time can be a prohibitive factor when

optimizing a system, as is the case for the system of chapter 4. It

is the objective of this chapter to develop a simplified model that

will reduce the amount of computation time required for optimization.

An examinatin, of fig. 19 reveals an undamped second order term

in the expression for the motor load. This expression is 6 iven below.

t- I/KL
1/fl (41)

J -s2/KL + 1
m

Multiplying the numerator and denominator of this expression by

KL/Jm, and substi-,xuting the numerical values given yields (42).

632.9
(42)

+ 616.2

The numerical optimization routine that will be used later

requires that the differential equations of the system be integrated

repeatedly. When numerically integrating an expression with a
4i1

natural frequency as high as the one in (42) a large amount of

compute time is requirpd because the integration interval has to be

t1
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made very small in order to achieve reasonable accuracy. For all

2
practical purposes the term J s IKL can be assumed to be negligible,

m

and expression (41) can be approximated by I/KL. This alleviates

the need to integrate expression (41), however there are other

expressions that also must be dealt with in order to reduce compu-

tation time for the whole system.

Again referring to fig. 19 if the loop containing the terms

N, N-1 and N.KL/(JT.s2) is collapsed, the following expression can

be readily obtained:

N.KL/J..

2 (43)
s + 14-(N-1)-KL/JT

By substituting the appropriate numerical values into (43), expression

(44) is obtained.

41.66
2 2 (44)2 209

s + 209

This term also requires a very small integration interval in order

to achieve reasonable accuracy.

Expressio'i (43) arises out of the dynamical considerations for

motor shaft compliance. If it is assumed that the motor shaft is

rigid, then it is easy to see that:

Cm * m (4',)S¢=~N-1
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t~

Weglecting friction, the motoir t-rque serves to accelerzte the Morxr

and gear inertia through tha angle 6, and the traverse inertia

(divided by the gear ratio) through an angle 5. TIAN relatlon is 4

expressed in equation (46).

T- J 2 + . , 5/N (46'
m u m T

If equation (45) is suibstituted into equatxon (46), and N-1 is

assumed to be approximated by '1, equation (47) is r-btained.

= (J j JT142).s2. (47)
m . Tm

C Coibining equation (47) with the block diagram in f:.g. 7 and neglect-

Ing compressibility flcw and GV as '~s dione earlier, 'he block diagram

in fig. 20 is obtained where:

J /N +J (48)
L T M

By .-sing the block d-.agram in fig. 20 and substituting in the

"proper n:=merical ialues, the expressicn for J/V Is obtalned.

ss 15.02(s + 20). (s + .5)
V s(s + .5,)-(s 4 4.38)"(s *414.90)

z.

,K



Figure 20

Simplified Version of Motor Load Relation 0

LNKT ID -/s. I/

i

Following the same procedure as was used for the development of

the model ii1 chapter 4, the next step is to add velocity feedback.

This is represented in fig, 21.

Figure 21

r-eloci-" y Feedback

G 4v l
.•:. I(V. . ...
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Let K be unity, a•ia let G be ubed for tha cancellation of the
V V

sraller term in equation (49). G is ther, expressed as (50).

G VK-',s + ,55)-(s - 4.38) (50)
v (9 + .5)-(s + 20)

VXi is a variabLe gain to be determined The pole at .55 anu tlhe

zero at .5 were assumed not to cancel. becaise the pole at .55 was

fou-d to be somewh-t sensitive to changes in the other parameters

when some preliminary pcogramis of Lhf. systeu i re run. By usa•ag

equation (50) the tran.sfer function for */V is foimd to bet.

C -VK*IS.32 (51)
V s(s + 414.90 + VK-5.02) ()

-ti

Coznider 4!Vv with position feedback as is choxm in fig. 22.

Figure 22

Position FeedbiAk

R~ +|
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L-t C be simply' E gair, PK. Then the transfer function for fig.22

ia given by equation (52).

_____ PK-.V-5.02 S(.5 2
R 2 a 2+ -414.90 + VK,15.02).s + PV.V'!.5....

The expresaioti 414.9 + VK.15.02 will ý-orrespoud to the 2•Ca term of

a quadratic. Remembering that a bandwidth of apptoximately 300 is

desired, w can be chosen so as to satisfy this requirement. Let

w be 315, also let r be unity for an initial value. By substituting

these values in equation (52), VK is found to be 14.32 and PK is

found to be 461.29.

Fig 23 is then the final simplified configuration for a system

to be used as a starting point for optimization. This system is

for inertial inputs r-nzy, i.e. R is the inertial component only. The

yaw inputs, q, "ere ignored altogether because in this simplified

version they are trivial.

A
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A recsonable questir, to ask is: Ho' good is the approxima-

tion of the detailed rodel that is given by tha simpllf ed -iodel

in chapter 5? The answer to this question can be found by running

the moicl of chapter 4 wft1, 3 "ery large number inserted for KL.

This app':oxtmates the -case of a rigid motor shaft, However if

equaticra (e,3) is considered it can be seen that as KL is increased

so is the natural frequency of the undamped second order term,

and this causes the computation time for the solution of the system

equations to go up. An attempt was made to run the system with a

very large value for KL(108 ). but the amount of cc'mpttation time

required for this was prohibitive. However, the simplified systum

is thought to give a geot appraxima:iou to the detailed version

('- because the transient, response of the simplified system (see appendix

A and Fig. 26; is on the order of the t-ansient responses er.ountered

in the literatuz.

I

CI

L.
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CHAPTER 6

OPTLMIZATIO.I

The term optimization is an abstract one to say the least.

There are many different defiaitions of optimization. Basically

to optimize a system means to minimize a performance index (cost

index) while the system goes from one state to another. This per-

formance index is a function of the parameters of the system. The

system parameters include all the physical variables of the system

(gains, compensator values, inertias, etc.); and, in the strictest

sense, the input. The input will not be assumed to be a parameter

here. This corresponds to an input over which there is no control,

a case that is not uncommon in the control system area.

There are many forms for the performance index. Integral forms

are a very popular typE. Among the integral fc-ms is the integral

squared error (ISE). If a system goes from one state at time t

to another state at time t 2 , then the ISE is given by equation (53),

where R is the input to the system and C is the ottput of the system.

t2

ISE (R-C) 2dt (53)
itl

With the use of Parceval's theorem M7) and tables {7M, the ISE can

be computed with some eaEe when I = 0 and t 2 . This is not to

( 2,i
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say that a minimum ISE is easily obtained analytically.

Numerical optimization routines have gained in popularity

because of the difficulty in applying analytical techniques in opti-

mization. The key to a numerical technique is the method used to

vay the system parameters in the search for the optimum solution.

There are two classes of search techniques: indirect search and

direct search. All indirect search methods employ the use of the

gradient of the performance surface in one manner or another.

Highly oscillatory or even discontinous performance surfaces are

very comon in the control system area. This highly oscillatory

nature can cause a gradient to be calculated incorrectly, thus

affecting the optimization. For this reason direzt search methods

are more suited to optimal control prut.!.!ms.

There are many fine direct search techniques. Among them

are the methods of Hook ard Jeeves {4) and the method of Rosenbrock

{9}. Lange-Nielsen {6} has modified Rosenbrock's method and used

It to develop an optimization program. A detailed description of

Rosenbrock's method and Lange-Nielsen's modifi-ations can be found

in reference [6]. A step by step implementation of Lange-Nielsen's

program can al3o be found in r-efarence [6].

Lange-Nielsen'A program will be used to optimize the sight-line

sLabilizatien system of ch&pter 5 using ISE as the performance index.

In lange-Nielsen's program the system parameters are perturbed using

the modified versinn of Roscnbrock's method, and after each pertuba-

tion the system differential equations are solved using CS.P {51.
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The performance index is calculated, and tise procedure is repeated

until convergence is issured. The reader is referred to reference

[2AO for a verification of the accuracy of Lange-Nielsen's program.

Before the actual optimization can take place, the Darameters

that are to be varied must be decided upon. The procedure that will

be used here will be one of elimination of inappropriate parameters.

Consider figure 23. Let the zeroes of the compensator be known

as ZLl and ZL2, and let the poles be known as PLl and PL2. Also aet

the poles of G6 be called P1 and P2. All the system paraxeters can

now be listed in table 4.

Table 4

List of System Parameters

PK PL2 DM

VWK KP CP

ZLI K6 N
I-

ZI.2 Pi 1T

PLl P2 J

It Is intuitively obvious that Jm and JT will tend to their

lower limits, and DM will tend to its upper limit. If the expression

for J Is considered, it can be seen that N wll tend to a very
L

large nimber in order to munimize JL" It can therefore be assumed C

that the behavior of these four parameters during optimization is

known, and that rhe values given have already been extended to their
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limits. CP is a small signal value for a nonlinear term, and there-

fore to use it as a parameter would have little meaning. P1 and P2

are part of the pressure feedback transfer function, G6 . It is not

always possible to order hardware that has the exact physical

characteristics that are wanted. This may be the case with P1 and

P2, therefore they will also be deleted as parameters. PLl and PL2

are see- Lo cancel P1 and P2 directly, and since P1 and P2 are de-

leted as parameters, PLl and PL2 will also be deleted. K? and K6

are part of the servo valve pressure feedback configuration. But

since they are gains it will be assumed that they can be altered

without much trouble. Some preliminary runs of the program have

shown that KV remains approximately equal to unity. KV will there-

C fore be left fixed at one. There are no foreseen reasons for not

using the remaining variables, therefore the variables to be used

in the optimization are KP, PK, VK, K6 ZL, and ZL2. In order that

the compensator be ýut in proper form for CSMP, VK must be rodified

as follows:

VK 14.32"PL!.PL2/ZLIIZL2 (54)

The parameters are listed below in table 5 along with their start-

ing numerical values for convenience.

Everything is n-w ready for the actual optimization, which

is done with the use of the optimization program developed by T.

Lange-Niels~n [lOjas pzeviously mentioned. The optimal parameters

x
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are listed below in table 6 for several magnitudes of step inputs

along with the percent overshoot of the system and the optimal.

value of ISE. The step magnitudes are representative of those en-

countered in pratice. The changes in percent overshoot are due to

the non-linearity. A sensitivity check of the system with the 0.1

step is given in t ble 7.

T;:le 5

Initial Values of Farameters Used in Optimization

KP - 15000 psi/na K6  - 0.002 ma/psi

PK = 461.29 ZL - 0.55

VK = 3.43 ZL2 4.36

(ii

Table 6

Optimal Paraneters

Step Magnitude 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

KP 29231.1 22468.1 113355.1 29170.8

K6 .0018154 .0025239 .0006002 .0033426

PK 540.687 463.931 435.085 400.212

VK 3.60303 4.14173 2.93995 12.97975

ZL1 .548911 .512743 .497890 .547466

ZL2 9.05973 6.06801 5.74567 4.39803

P.O. 28.2 5.87 5.63

.ISE 2.4763E-4 1.3941E-3 3.8416E-3 8.013.5E-3
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Table 7

Sensitivity Check

Parameter % PerturDation ISE P.O.

+10 1 3945E-3 7.41

1-0 1.3941E-3 5.59

+20 1.3945E-3 7.48

-20 1. 3945E-3 4.22

+10 1.35941_ - 5.59

-10 1.3945E-3 7.48K I -- _ _ ,
6 +20 1.3946E-3 4.05

-20 1-3945E-3 7.48

i +10 1.3945E-3 7.48

-10 1.3948E-3 3.73
PK"

+20 1.3945E-3 7.48

-20 1 1.3948E-3 3.73

+10 1.3945E-3 7.48

-10 I1.39459-3 4.14
VK

+20 , 1.3:45E-3 7.48

-20 I 1.3948E-3 3.73

1-10 1.4043E-3 13.24

-10 1.404!E-3
ZL1 I +20 1.4285E-3 19.15

-20 i.4314E-3
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Table 7

(Continued)

Parameter Z Perturbation ISE P.O.

+10 i.3950E-3 7.48

-10 1.3951E-3 3.73

ZL +20 1.3957E-3 7.48

-20 1.3959E-3 3,73

The frequency response of the system that had the 0.1 step as the

system input is found in figures 24 and 25, and the transient response

of the cVame system is found in figure 26 and appendix A. A discussion

Sof all the results obtained in this chapter and the conclusions that

can be drawn from these results is found in chapter 7.

"i
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION A.? CONCLUSIONS

The performance of the system follows an "pected trend when

cumpared to the trend of the iupurs. It can be seen from table 6

that as the magnitude of the step Input decreases, the eystem over-

shoot increases. Az the magnitude of the step decreases there is

less torque requiied to drive the syeten; hence there is less satur-

ation of the load pressure, and the system behaves more like a lin-

ear system.

The important queatlon is: Which set of parameter values should

be used for the final system? Since the physical inputs z.o the system

will be of a random nature (pitch, roll and yaw), there vill be a

wide ro-nge of inputs to the. system. Tha system will obviously not be

able to perform in an optimal aenner for all, the inputs. One approach

"to d-termine the be~t et of ppxaraiters might ;-%e to use each step ais

the input to each optimal aystem and cczpare the results.

A conzideration of the sensiLivity check in table 7, and an

overall view of the parameters in table 6 may serve just as well.

If the -hazge in the ps-rcent overshoot from the optimum value

('J i,- m value is 5.87 %) is ccnsidered, then the systtem is some-

what insensitive to all the parameters except for ZL1. An examination

of the values for ZLI given in table 6 shows that the smallest value
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for ZLI is approximately 91 % of the largest value. If a value some-

where in between is chosen, the performance of the system for an-,

of the inputs will not be affected greatly.

EF, K6 and ZL2 all have wide variations in their parameter values

as can be seen from table 6, however an examination of table 7 shows

thet these three parameters are all. very insensitive with respect to

the change in percent overshoot. PK and VK do nor vary a great deal,

nor are they very sensitive.

Cosidering the data in chapter 6, the final decision on the

parameter values must be made only after considering all the avallable

facts. Facts such as linearity of elements (amplifier gains, compen-

sator poles, etc.), and the actual shape of the input distribution.

Ideally, if the actual system input were available, the optimal )ara-

meters could be found. However the actual system input is not. always

available as is the case here. Therefore the optimel paremeters of

chapter 6 can only be used as one factor in the final choice for tne

final system.

The frequency response plots of figures 24 and 25 reveal that

:he 300 rad/sec bandwidth requirement has been satisfied for the

optimal system with the 0.1 step input. They also reveal that there

Is no problem with stability as is sometimes enecountered in systems

with non-linear elements. The transient response in appendix A & lig. 26

proves che dominance of the pressure saturation over the system per-

formance as was expected. One final concl, sion can be r-rawn by noting

the sr.L:' ýaount of overshoct for the systems with the three L-rgest

K.
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inputs, ana conclud.it: that for systems w4.th strict luitations on

avwl1ablf. drive torque the overshoot tends to be small.

ILK
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'U

Appendi:n A

System Output

A list of the print-plotted variables and their definitions

ame given in table 8.

TaLle 8

Output Variables

PHI - system output

X900 - torque

ISE - integral squared error
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